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SUBMISSION (against the terms) 
 
PART A - the range and availability of funding programs,  

• Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangements  
Under the DRFA Council received funds to support the Bega Valley Recovery Support Service 
(BVRSS) a vital service for the support and recovery of the Bega Valley community post 
bushfires. The funding was provided for one year which included a 6-month review of the 
service. The review showed the service was experiencing a high demand and would need to 
expand and be in place for a minimum of 2 years to assist the recovery of those impacted by 
the disaster.  Requests for an extension to the service were requested however notice of the 
extension of funding was drawn out. This created challenges in maintaining the delivery of a 
quality service to the community and it made it difficult to recruit staff as the short term 
contracted period on offer was not appealing, putting at risk the retention of staff.  Staff were 



anxious about the continuation of their employment beyond the initial funding period and 
were seeking out other options. The delays also meant that planning with service partners on 
options for medium to long term program activities and events was not feasible. An earlier 
review of funded program time frames and staffing would result in better outcomes for 
community. Bega Valley Shire Council has extensive experience in operating a Recovery 
Support Service and lessons learnt from the Tathra Fires 2018 Recovery Support Service have 
made the BVRSS a leading standard for others to follow. 
  

• Bushfire Community Resilience and Economic Recovery Fund Phase 1 
Funding for the Bushfire Community Resilience and Economic Recovery Fund (BCRERF) was 
provided through the joint disaster recovery funding arrangement between NSW and 
Commonwealth Government. The fund opened late January 2020, and included immediate 
payments of a minimum $100,000, up to a maximum $250,000 available to eligible bushfire 
affected LGAs in NSW with Official Building Impact Assessment numbers used to guide the 
funding amount offered to each council. This funding was to assist in delivering immediate 
support for locally led community resilience and economic recovery activities. The funding was 
provided quickly with a simple application form and included flexibility for Council to seek 
funding for the immediate issues that were present post bushfire. The projects were to be 
completed by 30 June 2020 however COVID impacted the deliverability of the projects. The 
flexibility of this fund allowed Council to implement the services and projects that fitted the 
need of the community without having to create a project that fitted within prescriptive 
funding criteria. 

 

• Disaster Assistance Guidelines C.3 Funding to Support Large-Scale, Out-Of-Area Volunteer 
Groups 
This funding was initially offered through the Office of Emergency Management to support a 

basecamp for volunteers that travel from outside the disaster area and who consequently do 

not have their own sleeping, sanitation, and cooking facilities. This includes organisations such 

as Blaze-Aid. This funding was invaluable to support the three Blaze-Aid camps which formed 

across our Shire as a result of the bushfire impact. The camps were required to be in remote 

areas with little to no accommodation options. To provide sanitation services for the camps in 

remote locations, Council was required to upgrade septic tanks, water and power to some sites 

and upgrade community halls to provide suitable facilities for the large number of volunteers, 

which Council had no budget for. However, the program did not cover these costs or the 

overhead costs of administering the funding and purchasing goods and services in behalf of the 

volunteer camps. These costs remain an unfunded cost to Council, which has already been 

severely impacted directly by the bushfires. Generally, the funding process was clear and there 

was good support provided by the Office of Emergency Management.  
 

• Bushfire Community Recovery and Resilience Fund 
The Bushfire Community Recovery and Resilience Fund (BCRRF) was provided through the joint 
Commonwealth-State Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangements. Phase One was delivered in 
March 2020 by the Department of Regional NSW, with funds made available directly to eligible 
councils.  The delivery of the funds was quick, the program was flexible and allowed Council to 



provide funding to support the locally-led community and economic recovery activities. The 
mandatory 25% of the funding for a community grant program should have been offered as a 
separate funding stream and not bundled into a larger program. 

• Bushfire Local Economic Recovery Fund 
This fund was touted in mid-2020 as ‘the assistance to get communities and business back on 
their feet after the bushfires’. The delays between the program announcement and opening of 
almost 6 months created friction in the community. Communities required funding for projects 
within this time and had to wait until late September to have the project funding criteria. This 
caused upset within the community, especially when the program then only provided 6 weeks 
to submit applications that had to be “shovel-ready”.  
Council received direct funding under this program in November 2020 via Ministerial 
announcement and media release one week after the competitive program was opened. 
Council was seen as competing against the community and there was angst towards the Council 
for being eligible to apply for what was seen as “a community grant program”.  
Council and community welcomed the deadline and project delivery timeline extension that 
was announced, however the community still struggled to complete the applications as this 
coincided with the anniversary of the bushfires which was a challenging period for many 
people. Council has drafted over 300 letters of support for local community projects which 
shows the high number of community applications in our region and the hope that the 
community has riding on this fund. There is a risk there will be a large number of bushfire 
impacted communities that will not be happy with the result of their applications when 
announcements are made.      
 

• Bushfire Affected Coastal Waterways Grant 
Council received funding to develop a regional waterways bushfire recovery plan from the 
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment. With significant impacts on treasured 
waterways and little Council capacity to plan and undertake works in this with hundreds of 
kilometres of areas impacted this grant was appropriately directed and appreciated. 
 

• Coastal Catchment Environmental Bushfire Recovery 
Council received significant funding under this program which was appropriately targeted and  
focussed on catchment stabilisation and estuarine ecological health protection works from 
Wonboyn in the south of the Shire all the way to Cuttagee Lake and Bermagui River in the 
north. This is a three year project  and was an appropriate response from the State to address 
the significant impacts in the Shire. 
 

• Business grants for bushfire impacted  
This program whilst welcome for those directly impacted proved problematic for the many 
businesses in the Shire not “flame impacted”. In excess of 70,000 tourists were evacuated from 



the Shire in early January 2020. The impact on all tourist and associated businesses was 
considerable and other sectors such as agriculture, transport, fisheries, forestry were also 
significantly impacted. Whilst there has been some broadening of funding direct to businesses 
and packages for forestry and dairy other impacted local industries did not receive the same 
support. Future programs if required should map the entire local economy and allocate support 
packages accordingly. 
 

• Covid Local Government funding packages 
The opportunity to consider applying for support to keep staff employed as local government 
was not eligible for JobKeeper was appreciated. Whilst Began Valley did not need to access 
these funds there were other potential opportunities we saw that would have assisted local 
community members who were unable to work. Support to Council through other mechanisms 
was also appreciated. Council also received funding from the Office of Local Government to 
support pound operations during Covid. 
 

• Business Covid grants and Cross Border community business packages 
The Bega Valley was impacted significantly by the NSW border closure and the subsequent 
Victorian border closure which again saw tens of thousands of tourists “evacuate” back to 
Victoria on New Years Eve. Some support was provided for businesses to access however the 
feedback was that it was difficult to apply for and that the take up level was low. 
  

PART B - the manner in which grants are determined, including:  
(i) the oversight of funding determinations,  
 
From a Council perspective there are perceived inconsistencies in how funding decisions are made 
although it is acknowledged there are often reasons for this. It does make it difficult to plan around 
potential determination timeframes and outcomes. 
 
(ii) the transparency of decision making under grants schemes,  
Council received funding from Round 1 of the Bushfire Local Economic Recovery Fund. This was a 

direct announcement through media at the site of the project. There was no letter of offer or grant 

agreement provided to Council post the announcement of the funding. Council has since followed 

up with the Department managing the funding program to seek a letter of offer and grant 

agreement. The media announcement of the funding provided an expectation to the community 

that the infrastructure will be built shortly, however rebuilding infrastructure post disaster requires 

time for approvals and tenders and needs to be scheduled along with a large number of other 

priority rebuilding projects. Although Council welcomes direct funds to support projects, these 

announcements need to be followed up with timely grant agreement processes to ensure Council 

can manage community expectations.  

   

(iii) the independence of the assessment of projects,  
 
(iv) the role of Members of Parliament in proposing projects for funding,  
 



(v) the scope of Ministers’ discretion in determining which projects are approved,  
 
 

PART C measures necessary to ensure the integrity of grants schemes and public confidence in 
the allocation of public money, and  
 
PART D – any other related matter.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 






